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Behind the Camera

Products Offered
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Prints
Canvas Gallery Wraps
Metal Prints
Royalty-Free Downloads
Professional Quality
30-Day Return Policy

Ed Newell Photography featuring
outdoor scenes of the Bluegrass State.
Complementing your home or business
with a beautiful Kentucky landscape
print could never be easier. I currently
use the services of a professional lab
which has a rich history in photography
and known for high quality printing.
All orders are reviewed by Ed Newell
prior to fulfillment and shipment. Each
print is hand-signed by the artist in the
lower right hand corner. If you have any
questions pertaining to my work or
simply want more information feel free
to contact me or call 859-749-3660.

As a native Kentuckian, Ed Newell, a
Winchester, KY based landscape
photographer has a great love of the
outdoors along with a passion
for capturing Kentucky's natural beauty.
Having explored different genres of
photography, it became apparent to him
that his personal satisfaction came in
photographing natural landscape scenes.
Ed tries to connect with the
environment through his photography.
With landscape photography, there is
never a lack of subject material for
around every bend in the road, the
Bluegrass State is full of scenic photo
opportunities. Ed hopes that his
photographs will convey a deep
appreciation for nature.
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Canvas Gallery Wraps:

Royalty-Free Downloads:

The premiere 400gsm canvas substrate
used for your wrap allows for richer
color saturation, deeper blacks, and a
wider color gamut. Each wrap is finished
on the back with a durable black
backing.
The canvas used for your wrap is a
400gsm white poly cotton blend matte
canvas with archival certification of 100
years. The specified canvas in
combination with the inks used in
producing your wrap gives it a water
resistant finish, which means there’s no
need for protective coating.

(For Commercial and Personal Use)
All downloads are accompanied by a
Licensing Agreement. Customers are
asked to read and agree to the terms of
the license agreement at the time of the
purchase.
The text of the agreement is displayed in
the Shopping Cart during checkout. Title
and ownership, and all rights of the
image(s) remain exclusively with the
photographer even after a purchase.

Metal Prints:

Prints:
E- Surface Color Paper
Standard Photographic Finish, the most
popular paper used by professional
photographers. Accurate color, realistic
saturation, and greater intensity are just
a few benefits of E - Surface paper.
Framing and matting of prints up to 20”x
30” available upon request.

Just like a traditional framed print, you
can hang a metal print with ease. By use
of the float mount on the back of the
metal, the mount actually floats the
image ¾” off the wall. The ready-to-hang
mount is positioned to meet both
vertical and horizontal image
orientations.
Each print has 1/8” rounded corners.
They are lightweight and extremely
durable with incredible detail and
richness of colors. Through a process
known as dye - sublimation, an image is
infused into the metal.
Your metal print is made of a specially
coated sheet of ChromaLuxe aluminum.
The most popular substrate for metal
prints. With a standard archival value of
100 + years.
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Prints:
Photographic Paper Choices
E–Surface Color Paper (Standard Photographic Finish)
The most popular paper used by professional photographers. Accurate color, realistic saturation, and greater intensity are just a few benefits of ESurface paper.

Realistic Saturation
Accurate Color

Questions Pertaining To Prints:


Is my print made at a professional lab?
Yes, I currently use the services of a professional lab which has a rich history in photography and known for high quality printing.



What is the lifespan of my print?
Standard archival value of 100 years in home display; 200 years in dark storage



Framing & Matting?
I only offer framing and matting of prints upon request and up to 20” x 30”. I find that most customers prefer to choose their own local frame shop
so the finished product will better match their home décor.
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Canvas Gallery Wraps:
The premiere 400gsm canvas substrate used for your wrap allows for richer color saturation, deeper blacks, and a wider color gamut. Each wrap is
finished on the back as shown in the image below.

Durable Black Backing

400 gsm Archival
Canvas

Water Resistant Finish

1 ½” Thickness

Back

Front

Questions Pertaining To Canvas Gallery Wraps:


What do I use to clean my gallery wrap?
You can use a soft cloth or feather duster.



What are the canvas specifications?
The canvas used for your wrap is a 400gsm white poly-cotton blend matte canvas with archival certification.



Is my gallery wrap water resistant?
Yes, the specified canvas in combination with the inks used in producing your wrap gives it a water resistant finish, which means there’s no need
for protective coating.
What is the lifespan of my canvas gallery wrap?
The 400gsm poly-cotton blend canvas has a standard archival quality of 100 years.
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Metal Prints:
Float Mount Hanging System
Just like a traditional framed print, you can hang a metal print with ease. By use of the float mount on the back of the metal (pictured below), the
mount actually floats the image ¾” off the wall. The ready-to-hang mount is positioned to meet both vertical and horizontal image orientations. Each
print has 1/8” rounded corners, are lightweight and extremely durable with incredible detail and richness of colors.
Back of Metal Print
Amazing richness of colors
¾” Float Mount

Hanger

1/8” Rounded Corners

Back

Front

Questions Pertaining To Metal Prints:







How is this metal print made?
In short, through a process known as dye-sublimation, the image is actually infused into the metal.
What do I use to clean a metal print?
You can use a soft cloth or feather duster. It is recommend that you do not use chemicals, cleaners, or abrasive cloths on this substrate.
Will the metal rust?
No, it will not rust.
Can a metal print be displayed outside?
Direct sunlight will fade images printed on metal, so it is not recommend displaying these outside.
What type of metal makes up this product?
The metal print is made of a specially coated sheet of ChromaLuxe aluminum, the most popular substrate for metal prints.
Is the metal archival?
Yes, under normal indoor viewing conditions (not under direct sunlight), this metal print has a standard archival value of 100+ years.
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Royalty-Free Licensed Downloads:
Licensed Downloads



30-day unlimited access to the downloaded file

Royalty-Free use: A royalty-free right to use the purchased item for any purpose, but NOT for profit or otherwise.

Use
Digital Download

File Size
Original

File Resolution
Original

Price with 30-Day Access
$125

Questions Pertaining To Royalty-Free Downloads:







Downloading requirements?
All downloads are accompanied by a licensing agreement. Customers are asked to read and agree to the terms of the license agreement at the
time of the purchase. The text of the agreement is displayed in the Shopping Cart during checkout. Title and ownership, and all rights of the
image(s) remain exclusively with the photographer even after a purchase.
When can I download the file?
All downloads are available immediately after checkout (or after the order has been approved and full payment received.
How will I download the file?
You will receive an email with the download links.
How long will I have access to the file?
Once payment has been received you will have immediate and unlimited access to the file(s) for a period of 30-days.
What do you mean Royalty-Free?
The image(s) can be used without having to pay royalties to the creator of the image. You pay a one-time price for the use of the file.
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Sizes

Prints

Canvas Gallery Wraps

Metal Prints

Royalty- Free Downloads

Free Computer Wallpaper

8 x 12

$25

-----

-----

Original size file $125

Limit 10 per customer

12 x 18

$35

$105

$125

-----

Resolution sizes below

16 x 24

$45

$145

$165

-----

1024 x 768

20 x 30

$65

$195

$255

-----

1280 x 1024

24 x 36

$95

$245

$345

-----

1600 x 1200

30 x 45

$125

$325

-----

-----

1920 x 1200

40 x 60

-----

$450

-----

-----

Kentucky residents a 6% state sales tax will be automatically added to your order at checkout

30-Day Return Policy
Secure Online Shopping
No PayPal Account Needed When Ordering By Credit Card
“Follow me on Social Media”
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